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In this paper stochastic line and J integrals in the plane in the Skorohod and Stratonovich sense are 
studied. Different kinds of traces are introduced to deduce the relationships between the Skorohod and 
Stratonovich integrals. A Green formula is obtained in both cases. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years an anticipative stochastic calculus has been developed by different 
authors. We refer to the papers by Nualart and Pardoux (1988) and Nualart (1988) 
for an exposition of results. While in these articles we see that the Skorohod integral 
is studied, the Stratonovich integral receives a new impulse. Moreover, the multiple 
Skorohod integral has been studied by Nualart and Zakai (1988) and Jolis and Sanz 
(1990), and a generalized It6 formula in the plane has been established by the latter 
authors. 
On the other hand, Cairoli and Walsh (1975) introduced, among many other 
concepts, that of stochastic line integrals in the plane, and proved a Green formula. 
In this work the line stochastic integrals in the plane in the Skorohod and 
Stratonovich serise are defined, and a Green formula is obtained in both cases. 
The critical problem with the Skorohod line integral is that of choosing a ‘good 
definition’. Our choice is to define the line integral as the Skorohod (surface) integral 
of a process which is a kind of projection (vertical or horizontal) of the original 
process on the curve. Indeed, it is well known that the ordinary stochastic line 
integrals with respect to a two-parameter Wiener process can be considered as 
surface integrals of weakly adapted processes. 
A Skorohod integral is also defined with respect to the ‘measure’ J. In this case, 
the definition proposed is also given as a double integral. The classic J-integral can 
also be obtained by this procedure. After defining the mixed integrals, a Green 
formula is obtained. We should point out that no complementary term appears in 
this formula, unlike what happens with the It6 formula. But as we see in the proof, 
the Green formula is a sort of Fubini theorem. 
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The Stratonovich surface, line and J integrals are defined as limits in probability 
which seem to be the most natural definitions. The introduction of different traces 
allows us to obtain relationships with the Skorohod integrals, and to deduce a Green 
formula. We should point out that strong conditions of regularity are needed and 
the introduction of the limits DX++, DX+-, DX-+ and DX--, and unidimensional 
limits DX+ and DX- required to write the traces, make the notations a little heavy. 
On the other hand, one of characteristics which makes the ordinary Stratonovich 
Calculus very interesting is that it reproduces the rules of ordinary differential 
calculus. However the Green-Stratonovich formula obtained in this paper is not 
comparable with that of ordinary calculus, and moreover it still has one more term 
than the Green-Skorohod formula. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the notations are introduced and 
some results of Malliavin Calculus are recalled. Section 3 deals with the Skorohod 
case and is divided into three subsections devoted to the line integral, the J-integral 
and the Green formula. In the fourth section, the Stratonovich case is studied and 
is divided into four parts: the surface integral, the line integral, the J-integral and 
the Green formula. 
2. Notations 
Denote by T the unity square [0, 112 and consider the usual partial ordering 
(s, t) s (s’, t’) if s c s’ and t s t’; we will write (s, t) < (s’, t’) if s < s’ and t < t’. We 
also write (s, t) A (s’, t’) if s c s’ and t 3 t’. For z, z’ E T, z < z’, ]z, z’] will be the set 
{[ET: z<[~z’}, and [z, z’] is defined similarly. Further the rectangle [0, z] is 
designated by R,. 
The probability space (0, 9, P) will be the canonical space associated to the 
two-parameter Wiener process { Wz, z E T}, that is, R is the space of all continuous 
functions o : T + [w which vanish on the axes, P is the two-parameter Wiener measure 
and 9 is the completion of the Bore1 a-field of 0 with respect to P. 
Let FE L2(0) be any square integrable functional. The Wiener-chaos expansion 
of F is: 
where fm E L2( T”) is symmetric and I,,,(&) is the multiple Wiener-It6 integral. The 
k-iterated Malliavin derivative of F is defined as the stochastic process with k 
dimensional parameter DkF E L2( Tk x f2) given by 
(DkF)(z,, . . . , z,)= 
provided that this sum converges in L2(Tk x f2). We also write D~,...,,F for 
(DkF)(z,, . . , zk). The domain of Dk is denoted by DkF2. 
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Let X ={X(z,, . . . , z,), (z,, . . . , zk) E Tk} E L*( Tk x 0) be a k-dimensional 
stochastic process. We can consider the expansion 
X(z, >. . ., ~k)=~~oI,,,(f~(Z,,~...Zk,‘)) (2.1) 
where fm E L,‘( Tm+k), and for any (z, , . . . , zk) E Tk, fm (z, , . . . , zk, . ) is a symmetric 
function in L*( T”). Let fm be the symmetrization of fm with respect to all its m + k 
variables. The multiple Skorohod integral of X is defined as 
SkX= : &??+,(f*) 
m=o 
provided that this series converges in L2(0). The domain of Sk is denoted by Dom Sk. 
The multiple Skorohod integral ak coincides with the dual operator of Dk in the 
following sense: For FE Dkz2 and X E Dom Sk, 
(@‘F, X) L?T”XR) = (6 ~kX)L2u?). 
We will denote by [L$$ the class of processes XE L2( Tk x 0) such that 
X(Z,) . . . ) Zk) E D”k,2 for almost all (Lebesgue) (zr , , . . , zk) E Tk, and there exists a 
measurable version of 
@:(1..,,X,;,;, (z,, . . . , z,k, z:, . . . , z;) E T(n+‘)kl 
such that 
E J +“+“A (0:; ..z,, X,; . ..z I)2 dz, . . . dZ,, dz: . . * dz; < 00. 
Then IL i$ c Dom 6 k. When k = 1, the subindex k will be omitted. If the representation 
of X is given by (2.1), then X E [I,‘$ if and only if 
(2.2) 
We endow L/G with the norm 
and then [I t$ is a Banach space. If X,,,, X E e;$ and lim, X,,, = X in Ll$), then 
lim, sk(X,) = Sk(X) in L’(0). 
For the proof of those properties, and more results, we refer to Nualart and 
Pardoux (1988), Nualart and Zakai (1988) and Jolis and Sanz (1990). 
3. The Skorohod case 
3.1. Line Skorohod integrals 
First, the definitions about the different types of curves in T introduced by Cairoli 
and Walsh (1975) are recalled. Let r be a curve in T given by the parametric 
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representation {z E T: z = r(a), u E [a, b]}, where y : [a, b] + T is a continuous func- 
tion. P will denote the curve of the opposite orientation, which has the representation 
{z E T: z = $(a) = y( b + a - (T), u E [a, b]}. It is said that r is of type I if it is an 
increasing path; of type II if CT< cr’ implies y(v) A ~(0’); and of type I’ (resp. II’) 
if f is of type I (resp. II). It is said that r is of pure type if it is of type I, II, I’ or 
II’. 
Let r be a curve of pure type, given by y : [a, b] + T, and let HZ (resp. V,) be the 
horizontal (resp. vertical) line segment connecting z and the y-axis (resp. x-axis). 
D, denotes the closed area bounded by Vvca,, Vvcb,, r and the axis. Define 
r,(s) = 
inf{ t’: (s, t’) E r} if (s, 0) E D, , 
0 otherwise, 
and r,(z) = (s, rr(s)), that is, if z E D,, T,(z) is the vertical projection of the point 
z on r. 
Given a process on the curve, X = {X,, z E r}, a process on T is defined by 
X’;(Z) = x(r,(z))i,,(z). 
Definition 3.1. Let r be a curve of pure type and X = {X,, ZE r} such that the 
associated process on T, X1;, belongs to Dom 6. Then it is said that X is 1-Skorohod 
integrable on r and the 1-Skorohod line integral of X is defined by 
S’~l(X) = S(X“l) 
if r is of type I or II, and 
S“l(X) = -6(X”l) 
if r is of type I’ or II’. 
The set of 1-Skorohod integrable on r processes will be denoted by Dom 6’1. 
By analogy, Dz is defined as the closed area bounded by HYcoj, Hycb,, r and the 
axes. The horizontal projected process X’; and the 2-Skorohod integral on I’, 6’;X, 
are introduced in a similar way. If X E Dom ~5~1 n Dom 6’; it is said that X is 
Skorohod integrable on r and we write 
6’(X) = srqx)+s’qx). 
Proposition 3.2. Let z E r and denote by r’ the portion of r between y(a) and z, and 
by P the portion between z and -y(b). Then Dom 6’; 1 Dom Sr; n Dom 6“1, and if 
X E Dom 8“; n Dom sry 2 
S“l(X) = tP-;(X)+ cc(X). 
Proof. It is obvious. q 
Let r be a curve of pure type, with initial point (so, to) and final point (s, , t,). 
Suppose sO< s, (if not, the obvious changes should be made). We introduce a 
measure E.L~, on ([so, 4, B([.Q, sI I)) related with the vertical projection on r’. More 
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precisely, for z, z’ E r denote by Df,! the closed area bounded by V,, V,,, r and the 
axis, and define 
where A is the Lebesgue measure on T and s,, 4 r < r’s s, . Note that pLI‘, is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [so, sr] and dp,.,/dx = T,. 
Proposition 3.3. Let r be a curve of pure type and X = {X,, z E r} be a process such 
that X“I E L*( T x 0) and is 1 -adapted (i.e., X“I(S, t) is Sc3,,, measurable, where $z 
is the a-Jield generated by { W,, 5 E R,} and the nulls sets of 9). Then X E Dom Sr, and 
srqx) = I X&w, I‘
where this last integral is the line integral dejined by Cairoli and Walsh (1975). 
Proof. X1; E L2( T x 0) and is l-adapted. Then X’l is integrable in the Hajek-Wong 
sense (see Hajek and Wong, 1983; Nualart and Zakai, 1988; take the collection %’ 
as the class of rectangles R(,,,, s E [0, 11, and then X’; E Dom S, and also 
xrl 0 w = S(X’l), 
where 0 denotes the Hajek-Wong integral. But by the construction of %?, X6 0 W 
coincides with the ‘l-weak integral’ (see Cairoli and Walsh, 1975, p. 127) and it is 
well known that the line integral of Cairoli and Walsh can be obtained as a weak 
integral (see Walsh, 1976, VI. 6). 0 
Notations 3.4. For X E Dom 6’; we also write 
S“I(X) = 
i 
X&W. 
I 
We are now going to study the approximation by Riemann sums of the line 
integrals. Let r be a pure type curve with initial point (so, to) and final point (sr , t,), 
and assume s0 < s1 . Let X = {X,, z E r} be a process on r and let {II(n), n 2 1) be 
a sequence of partitions of [so, sr] such that n(n) c l7(n + 1) and lim,]ZI(n)l= 0. 
Write I7( n) = {s, = al”’ < . * . < ~5:’ = s,}, put A r = ((T!~), &),I and denote by DTi 
the closed area bounded by V( (~j”), T, ( CT!“))), V( &)1, 7, (al:\)), r and the axis, and 
define 
1 
X”(z) =T P,;(dn) X(a> r,(a)) dp.,,(a) . lDy(z), ZE r. 
> 
Proposition 3.5. If Xl.1 G lL’32, then X” E Dom 6 and 
S“I(X) = L*(a) -1im 6(X”). 
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Proof. X” E iL’,2 by Proposition 3.1 of Jolis and Sanz (1990) and 
X”(S, T(S)) = E’[X/G”OS](s), 
where G” is the u-algebra over [q,, s,] generated by n(n), and E’ is the expectation 
with respect to (l/~~,([s,,, s,]))~.,.,OP. (Note that lD:‘,j(s, T,(S)) = lA:(s).) Then 
Xfl(s, T*(S)) n_a: X(s, T,(S)) in L2([s0, s,l x Q j.k,O PI. 
By the same argument and using the dominated convergence theorem, the conver- 
gence of derivatives is obtained. 0 
Remarks 3.6. (1) Let r be a curve of pure type given by the parametrization 
y:[a,b]+T, y(a)=(so,tO) and y(b)=(s,,t,), and suppose Q<s,. A random 
variable FE L2(i2) is said to be a smooth functional if F =f( Wz,, . . . , WJ, where 
f is a %‘” function with bounded derivatives of all orders. Let Y be the class of 
smooth functionals. For FE Y the l-derivative along r can be defined by 
Then D’~FE L’([s,,, s,] x 0). (It must be noted that T,(S) is non-increasing or 
non-decreasing and bounded.) As usual, a seminorm in Y is defined by 
IIFll,-, = IlFIl~~cn,+ IlD“~Fll~~~~s~,s,,xn~, 
and we denote by rol:$ the completion of Y with respect to this seminorm. The 
operators D’i and 6“ 1 are in duality, in the sense that if FE Ul:f and X E Dom 6’;, 
E[G“I(X)F] = E 
[I 
“I (D“hF),X(s, T1(S)) ds . SC, 1 
This formula is proved as follows: If FE Y, 
J3~rW)Fl = E[s(X(r,(z))l,,(z))Fl 
=E 
U 
X(T,(z))D,F dz 
Dl 1 \I 
[I I 
TI(.T) 
=E X(s, T,(s))D,,F ds dt 
F” 0 1 
because of X(T,(z))l,(z) E L2( TX 0) and DF E L*( T x fl), and then the Fubini 
theorem can be applied. For a general FE U3:::, an argument of approximation is 
used. 
(2) We have studied the line integral for a process defined on the curve. We also 
need the line integrals of processes defined on T. But the curve is a set of zero 
measure (Lebesgue), and then when a process X E L2( T x 0) is considered it is 
always assumed that a version of X is fixed. 
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(3) We will now study the particular case when r is a horizontal segment. Suppose 
r = H’“.“’ and the parametrization is given by y(r) = (a, u), u E [0, u], and then 
Q-(S) = 21, Vs E [0, u]. Define IL ‘c;:U,U) as the set of processes X E L’([O, u] x f2) such 
that if we decompose 
a.e. s E [O, ~1, 
then 
f mm! 
m=, 
u>, Zl,. . . ,z,,,)dsdz,.+.dz,<cc (3.1) 
It is easy to see that then X“ E R’.2, and this implies X E Dom 8H(u,“). 
(4) If x E [L’.2, then {X5,, s E [0, 11) E II k<,,“, a.e. o E [0, 11. 
(5) Let r be a horizontal segment joining the points (so, to) and (s,, to), 
so< sl. Put B, = (l/G) Wst,, s E [s,,, s,]. Then B is a standard brownian motion. If 
{X2, ZE r} is a stochastic process such that {X,,,,, s E [so, s,]}E Dom SB where 
SR is the ordinary Skorohod integral with respect to B, then X E Dom 6’; and 
6’;(x) =Ji; &(X.,J. 
To see this, suppose first 
X,, = I,“./-(& t). 
Then 
-n/2 
= to g(z, 9.. s, z,,, (s, t)) d WZl 1 . . d W;,, = t;““&,(g) 
where g is the function defined by 
g((x11 VA . . . > (xrt, J&L (s, f)) =.0x,, . . . I 
We can prove this last equality considering first a 
j-=1 la,,h,lx...xta,,.b,,l 
((s, t) is omitted). 
Then g will be of the form 
g = l[o,,b,lxCO,tolx...x[a,,, b,,lx[O, k,l~ 
and 
I:(f) = (Bb, -B,,) . . * (h,,, -&,,) 
xn, (s, t))l,“,,J(Yl,. . . 3 Yn). 
function f of the form 
= t, -“( &b,,k,) - %I,&,)) ’ ’ ’ ( W(b,,r,) - ya,&,) 
= r, -““r,(g). 
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The same is true for functions f which are linear combinations of functions such 
as those above, and the property follows by density. 
Now, we can consider the Skorohod integral of X: 
6,(X,,) = JnBtl(f(S, z-[5”.5,,(4) 
and 
S’.l(X) = G(Xs,t,I~.~,,,,,,x[o,r,l(s, r)) 
= G”“J,(& t,)~l.~,,,,,x[o,r,,(s, r))) 
= t, -“‘*Jn+,(f(xl, . . . ,x??, (s, tO))l[~~+‘(Y1,. . . , Yn, t)lr,,,,,,,(s)) 
= to ~n’2tF’2~~+Af(X1,~~f 2 Xn,~t,))l,,,,,S,,(s)) 
= t;‘26B(X.,,). 
In general the reciprocal implication is not true, that means, X E Dom 6“) does 
not imply X.,,, E Dom 6 ‘. This is because Dom 6 “I is a subspace of L2( T x f&93 ( T) 0 
9)) where 9 is the completion of the a-field generated by the Brownian sheet, and 
Dom 6” is a subspace of L’([s(,, s,] x 0, 93([ so, s,]) 0 sB), where 5FR is the a-field 
corresponding to Brownian B, and the inclusion sB c 9 is strict. 
(6) In general the space e::: is the class of processes X defined on J’ such that 
{X(s, T(S)), s E [0, l]} has a property as (3.1) with the obvious changes. 
3.2. J-Skorohod integrals 
Denote by q the indicator function of the set of points (z, z’) E T* such that z A z’. 
Definition 3.7, Let X E L2( T x 0). It is said that X is J-Skorohod integrable if the 
process { Y(z, z’), (z, z’) E T*} defined by 
Y(z, 2’) = X(z v z’)V(z, z’) 
belongs to Dom a*, where (s,, t,) v (s 2, f2) = (max( s, , s2), max( t, , t2)). In this case, 
it is written 
#(X) = 6z( Y). 
The set of J-Skorohod-integrable processes is denoted by Dom 6’. 
Proposition 3.8. Let X E L2( T x 0) be an adapted process. Then X E Dom 6’ and 
S’(X) = I X dJ, T 
where the last integral is the Cairoli- Walsh integral with respect to J (see Cairoli and 
Walsh, 1975). 
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Proof. By Proposition 4.1 of Nualart and Zakai (1988) to prove that the process Y 
introduced in Definition 3.1 belongs to Dom S2, it suffices (given the particular form 
of this process) to check that 
E J Y(z, z’)’ dz dz’< a3, T2 
and this is obtained by applying the Fubini theorem: 
E J X(z v z’)‘T(z, z’) dz dz’= E X’(s’, t)s’t ds’ dr TZ T 
SE J X'(z) dz < 00. T 
Note that the condition E 5, X2(s’, t)s’t ds’ dt < 00 is exactly the Cairoli-Walsh’s 
condition for .J-integrability. 
Also, by the same proposition of Nualart and Zakai, 
P( Y) = J X dJz T 
the last integral is in the Cairoli-Walsh sense. 
To finish the proof, we have only to show that 
JJ X(zvz’)W(z,z’)dW, dWZs= X, dJz T* T 
(both according to Cairoli and Walsh). To see this, we can apply the stochastic 
Fubini theorem (Cairoli and Walsh, 1975, Theorem 2.6), and Green’s formula 
(preceding reference, Theorem 6.1). The proof is as follows: 
= J (I X,l.,l(u, v) dwu,, dK, T T > 
_ J (I Kul._,(u, v) d Wuu d W, T T > 
= J (I X(zvz’)dW, dW,, T [oJl~r~,ll > 
= J X(zvz’)~(z,z’)dW,dW,,. 0 T2 
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Proposition 3.13. Let X E iL’72. Then for any (s, t) there is the mixed integral and 
X& Wdr= X(u, r)l,,,](r) dr ~~o,,I(u) dWu,. 
4, > 
Proof. We have seen (Remark 3.6.4) that if X E [L’,’ then X E Dom 6H>, for almost 
all r. Also 
+c 
7’ 
E[(D,X(u, r))211t,,,tx[o,r-l(U, 0) dudu dzCco. 
To finish the proof, Lemma 3.12 is applied. 0 
Definition 3.14. Given two measurable processes f = {f(z), z E T} and g = 
{g(z),zE T}such that forany (s, r)E T,f~Dom~“‘““‘,and5:Ig(s, v)ldv<~, a.e., 
consider the process 
Then it is said that M has 2-Skorohod stochastic partial derivatives f and g in T 
Similarly, the 1-Skorohod stochastic partial derivatives are defined. 
Example 3.15. By Remark 3.6.5, 
and therefore, the process MS, = W,, V,, has 2-Skorohod stochastic partial derivatives 
in T and they are f = W,, and g = s. 
Theorem 3.16 (Green formula for rectangles). Let f E [L232, g E [L’,’ and let X be the 
stochastic process given bj 
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Then, for any rectangle AC T, 
where the line integral is taken in the clockwise direction. 
Proof. It suffices to consider a rectangle A = R, because we can decompose a general 
rectangle A = (z,, 4 into CR,,- Rc.~~.~~J - (Rc~,,,,) -R,,) and the line and surface 
integrals are additive. Also it can be assumed that z = (l,l). 
First the case g = 0 is studied, and after this, it is supposed that f= 0. Assume 
XrO=O, and let 
X~,;=Ir,“~a,W=~~~(u,y)l,,,~(x,y)dW,. 
and then X E IL’,* c Dom 6 and X,,, E Dom ~5~1.1, because f~ lL2,2 and the definition 
of x. 
Now 
= f(u, Y)~,o,,,(x) d w,, 
> 
d Wu, 
= f(u, Y)~w,(x)~KL,,(Y) dK, 
+ Au, ~)lp,,u,(x)L,,(~) d W,, > dwuu 
= XdW 
T 
+ S((u, 0) v (x, y))rci((x, Y), (u, VI) dwxy > 
dwu, 
=I,XdW+l,fdJ. 
Now suppose that X,,, = 5: g( u, r) dr. Then it is clear that X E IL’,*, and by Proposi- 
tion 3.13, 
=jTXdW+jjTg+Wdr. 0 
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4. The Stratonovich case 
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4.1. The Stratonovich integral in the plane 
Definition 4.1. Let X = {XZ, z E T} be a two parameter measurable stochastic process 
such that I, Xf dz < cc a.s., andletn={(Si,tj),O=Sg<S1<...<S,+l=l,O=tO< 
f, < * . . < t*+, = 1) be a partition of T. Put 
A, = (si, sit,1 x ($7 t,+,l, IA,l=(si+,-~i)(fj+l-fi) 
and 
Write 
S~(X)=~(~JA..“dz)W(A,). 
If the limit 
I”(X) = ,g-nn S,(X) 
exists in the sense of convergence in probability, it is said that X is Stratonovich 
integrable and I”(X) is called the Stratonovich integral of X. The set of Stratonovich 
integrable processes will be denoted by Dom I”. We also write 
It(x) = J XodW. T 
Definition 4.2. It is said that a process X E L’,2 has a trace if there exists the limit 
in probability 
TX= lim x1 
Km0 i,j (A,[ J D,,X, dz dz’. (A,,)2 
Remark 4.3. The obvious charges in the proof of Proposition 1.3 from Sole and 
Utzet (1990) show that in the Definitions 4.1 and 4.2 it suffices to consider only 
sequences of partitions {n(n), n al} of T such that n(n)cII(n+l) and 
lim,,)n(n)) = 0. Such sequences are called sequences of rejnements of T from now. 
Proposition 4.4. Let X E (LIT’. Then X E Dom I” zfand only if X has a trace. In this case, 
I”(X) = 6(X)+ TX. 
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Proof. The proof follows the same ideas of that of Theorem 1.9 from Sole and Utzet 
(1990). 0 
Notations 4.5. It is said that a process X E L ‘,* is of class IL, if there exists a version 
{DZX,., (z, z’) E T*} such that there is a neighbourhood Vc T* of the diagonal 
{(z, z), z E T} such that 
(i) For any z, if we write 
++ 
VZ = {z’ E T: z < z’ and (z, z’) E V}, 
the application 
v:+ -+ L’(R), z’ -+ 0,X,. , 
is continuous, uniformly in z. 
(ii) Analogously, we define V:-, VT’, Vi-, and consider the corresponding 
applications, which are supplied to be continuous on the domains V”’ uniformly 
in z. 
(iii) sup E[ (D,X,.)*] < 00. 
(z,z’)t ”
For a process X E [I, we can define the limits 
DX( s+, t’) = L*( 0) - lim D,,X,,,. 
.x’&, 
t’lr 
(we also write (s, t)++ for (s+, t’)) and DX( s+, r-), DX(s-, t’), DX(s-, tC). Condi- 
tions (i), (ii) and (iii) imply that there is a version {DX,++, ZE T}E L*( T x 0). 
At the end, we write 
AX, = a( DX,++ + DX,-+ + OX,+- + DX,-m). 
Lemma 4.6. Let {II(n), n 2 1) be a sequence of rejinements. For any (s, t) E Ai, put 
At++(s, t) = (sv sit,] X (t, $+I]. 
Then 
weakly in a( L’( T), L”(T)). As a consequence, for any bounded stochastic process 
{ Yz, z E Tl, 
lim E 
c lA;++(z)I 
i,j IA:1 
= 0. 
n 
Proof. It suffices to show that for any A E S’(T), 
Id;(z) -a dz = 0. 
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By standard arguments, we need only consider the case A = (a,, b,] x (az, b,], and 
then it is a simple calculus. 0 
Theorem 4.1. Let X E IL,. Then X has a trace and 
TX= AX, dz. 
T 
Proof. Let {IT(n), n 3 1) be a sequence of refinements. To simplify the notations, 
we will omit the superindex n in AD” and A G. 
We have 
J 
2 
(*X2++ + 0x,-+ + *X,+- + Dxz--) dz 
7 II 
+ other three similar terms 
+23E 
c /A;+(z)/ 
___ l,,,(z)-;) DX,++ dzr] 
r.1 IAi;I 
+ other similar terms. 
By Jensen’s inequality, the first term on the right is bounded by 
23 c la,,(z) ‘“;,(;“I & 
i.j 'J 1, z 
X 
J 
E[(D,X,,- DXz++)2] dz’ dz 
A;+(z) > 
s 23 1 1A,(z) SUP E [ ( DzXs - OX,++)‘] dz, 
T i,i SEA;+(Z) 
(4.1) 
which goes to zero when n - 00, by definition of DX,++. 
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For fixed k> 0, the second term of (4.1) is bounded by 
B” = 24E 
c lA;+(z>i 
i.j IAlj-1 
l&)-d DX++l{DX,++<k)(z) dz 
2 
+ 24E 
c IA;+(z)1 
i,j (A,( 
13,,(z) -a Dx++l{DX,++~k) z .z OdIl 
where n denotes the partition. By Lemma 4.6, lim,,, Bpk = 0 Vk, and by Schwarz’s 
inequality, 
[(DXz++)21{DX,++>k)l dz 
s E[Dx,++)‘1,,,:++>,,(z)l dz 
T 
If we fix 2, 
Ck = E[(DXz++)‘l~DX,++>k)l z 0, 
and 
and by dominated convergence theorem, 
lim Ck=O in L’(T). 
k-m 
Then lim,(lim sup,, B;k) = 0 because B2 ‘xk < Ck and the theorem follows. 0 
Proposition 4.8. Let Y E [L’,2 such that supzE T E [ Yt] < ~0, SU~,,,~~ 72E [( 0, Y,.)‘] -C ~0, 
~2nd S’Jp,,,~,z,,t T’ E[(@,,~ Yz,.)‘] < CO, and consider the process 
x, = 
I 
Ys d WC. 
R: 
Then X has a trace, and 
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Proof. LIzXzs = Yzl,z,(z) +I, D,Ysl,z,([) d W, (see remark following Proposition 3.3 
of Nualart and Pardoux, 1988). If z’, z”> z, then 
E [ (0,X,, - Dzxz,,)2] 
KJ & J 
2 
=E D,Y,dW,- DzY, dW, 
R,,, )I 
2 
s2E KJ D,Y,dWS + > (J DzY, d W, R,.-R/,, R;..-R:. 
GC 
J 
(EWzY,)*l) d5+ C JJ ~WD,zy,)~l drl d-5 R,,AR,,. r R,.AR,,, 
(A: symmetric difference) and the conditions for X E IL, follow easily. Now, with 
an analogous reasoning 
DX,++ = Y, + J D,Ys d W,. R: 
Similarly, 
DX,+- = DX,-+ = DX,-- = 
J 
D,Y,dW,. 0 
RZ 
4.2. The line Stratonovich integral 
Definition 4.9. Let Z be a curve of pure type with initial point (so, t,,) and final 
point (s, , t,); suppose so6 s1 , and X be a process on the curve, {X,, z E Z}, such 
that X(s, r(s)) is pr,-integrable. Then it is said that X is 1-Strutonovich integrable 
on r if there exists the limit in probability 
r(n)-1 
lim C 
1 
In/JO i=() pr,(Ajrr)) (I Ai”’ X(s> T(S)) d/-+,(s) WD?‘), > 
where Z7 = {so = w. < q1 <. . * < arc,, = sl}, Ai”’ = (a,, g,+,], and DI”’ is the closed 
area bounded by YV,,+,)), YW,+,.+,+,)), Z and the axis. This limit will be denoted 
by Zfl(X) or I,. X 0 8, W, with a sign + or -, in agreement with the type of Z, sign 
plus if Z is of type I or II, sign minus if Z is of type I’ or II’. The class of 
1Stratonovich integrable processes on Z will be denoted by Dom Zfl. 
Definition 4.10. Let X E IL::‘. It is said that X has l-trace on Z if there exists the 
limit in probability 
1 
,k@ /.+(A$“‘) J A j”)x #-’ DzX(s, 4s)) d/.m,(s) d.z 
This limit will be denoted by TrlX. 
Remark 4.11. As in Section 4.1 in Definitions 4.9 and 4.10 it suffices to consider 
sequences of refinements of [so, s,]. 
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Proposition 4.12. Let X E Liz’. Then X E Dom If.1 if and only ifX has l-trace on lY 
In this case, 
z;.l(x) = &i(X) + T“!(X). 
Proof. It is the same as Theorem 1.9 of Sole and Utzet (1990). q 
The most important case is when r is a segment horizontal or vertical. This case 
is studied now: 
Notations 4.13. Let X E [11a2. It is said that X E [IH if X E [Lh:,,,) for any (s, t) E T 
and there exists a neighbourhood V of the diagonal {(x, x), x E [0, s]}, Vc T such 
that for a given version of {D,X,,, z, Z’E T}: 
(i) If we fix (u, v) E T and put V: = {u’: (u, u’) E V, u’> u}, the function 
V: + L’(R) is continuous, 
u’ + D,,X,,, uniformly in (u, 21, t). 
(ii) The function 
Vi + L2(fJ) is continuous, 
u’ ---z D,,X,,, uniformly in (u, ~1, t), 
where V, = {u’: (u, u’) E V, u’ < u}. 
(iii) sup -WR,L)21 < 00. 
(U.U)E v,(u’,r)t v 
Define 
DuvX(ut, t) = lim D,,X,., in L2(R), 
u’&u 
D,,X( up, t) = lim D,,X,,, in L’(R). 
U’TU 
There is a version of the process {DuuX(u+, t), (u, u, t) E [0, 113} E L2([0, 113X 0). It 
is also written 
V’,l,‘X,, =+(DuVX(u+, t)+ DuuX(u-, t)). 
In a similar way the space llv and Vl’,‘X,, are defined. 
It must be noted that, because of the uniform continuity, if X E LH n Lv, 
lim E[(D,,X,,,, - D,,Xu+,)2] = 0. 
u’lu 
T”l 
Proposition 4.14. Let X E [LH. Then X has 1 -trace on H(s, t) and 
T&,(X) =; I (QA(u+, t) + DuvX(um, t)) du dv. R,, 
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Proof. The proof is very similar to the Proposition 4.7 and therefore omitted; see 
also Nualart and Pardoux (1988 Theorem 7.3). 0 
Proposition 4.15. Let YE [L232, sup, E[ Yz] < ~0, sup,,, E[( Dz Y=.)‘] < 00 and 
sup_,,,,, E[(Dz,,Y,,,)2] <co. De$ne 
x, = J YE d W,. R: 
Then X has l-trace on H(s, t) and 
cf,.,,,x =; J Y,, du dv + J (I D,,Y=dW, dudv. 0 R,, ‘Q,, R,,, ) 
4.3. J-Stratonovich integral 
Let 17 = {(si, t,), 0 = s,, < s, <a . . < s,,, = 1,0 = to < t, <. . . < t,+, = l} be a partition 
of T. Put 
Sf: = (0, si] x (6, t,+,] and E; = (si, Sit,] X (0, $1. 
Where there is no confusion, the superindex II will be omitted. 
Definition 4.16. Let X = {X,, z E T} be a measurable process such that j, X: dz < 00, 
a.s. It is said that X is J-Stratonovich integrable if there exists the limit in probability 
The set of J-Stratonovich integrable processes is denoted by Dom I;. We also write 
z;(x) = J X 0 dJ. T 
Remark 4.17. Suppose X E IL’,2. By Proposition 3.4 of Jolis and Sanz (1990); see 
also Lemma 1.2 of Nualart and Zakai (1988), 
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Notations 4.18. Let [Lf be the set of processes X E [1232 such that there is a version 
of {D~zzXz.,, (z, z’, z”) E T3, z A z’} such that if z = (s, t), z’ = (s’, t’) are fixed, the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) If S:$ denotes the set {z”= (s”, t”): s”> s’, t”> t}, then the application 
s:,t + L’(O), z” -+ D:,~X,,, , 
is continuous, uniformly in z, z’. 
(ii) Analogously Szz:, S,, SizT are defined, and the maps z”+ D,,,X,. are 
continuous uniformly in z, 2’. 
(iii) sup E[ ( D2,,,Xz.)2] < a. 
z,z’,*” 
Then we can define for z, A z2, 
and similarly, Dt,z,X z,vz ;+, D~,,,X,,,,;~ and D~,z2XzIvz;~ are defined, and finally 
~Z,ZzXZ,VZz =~(D~,,,X,,.,:++D~,.,X,,..:-+DI,.,X,,.=T++D~~,=,X,,..;~) 
is defined. 
The space Liz is defined as the class of processes X E [L2*2 with a version of 
{ D~,,X,,., (z, z’, z”) E T3, z A z’ or z < z’} that verifies the same conditions as before. 
In the same way we can define D~,,,X(s:, t:), where z, = (s, , t,), z2 = (s2, t2), and 
V:,ZZXZ,VZZ. 
Lemma 4.19. Let X E IL2,2 such that X E [LH and for any 5~ T, D&E IL,, and 
SUP,,~,, E[ (D&X,)‘] < co. Then DapX( a~+, v) E 0’72 and 
DolpDsX(a+, v) = DtDapX( (Y++, v), &ae. 
Proof. 
Q&Wa+, u) = L’(O)-linm D,,D,X(cy+l/n, v) 
= lim DCDa,X(a + l/n, v). (4.2) 
n 
Therefore, for every [E T, the sequence { D,D,pX(~ + l/n, v), n 2 l} is a Cauchy 
sequence in L2(R), and by dominated convergence { D.D,,X((Y + l/n, v), n 2 1) is 
Cauchy in L2( T x 0) and since D is a closed operator, D,,X( a+, v) E D’*’ and 
D.D,pX(cr+, v)= L’(TxO)-lim D.DapX(cx+l/n, v). n 
But the convergence in (4.1) implies that this limit is D+D.X(m+, v). And the 
lemma follows. 0 
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A similar lemma for D,+X(K, u) and the vertical lines can be proved. 
The following lemma will be needed in the next section. 
Lemma 4.20. Let X E [Iv n ef(, such that for any 5 E T, D[X E [L,. Then a.e. 
(x, y, a, P) E T2, with (x, Y) < (a, P) or (x, y) A (a, P), 
D:~LMG++~ Y’) = L2(fl) -v,t Q@,,X(Y, y’). 
Proof. By the Lemma 4.19, Dx_“X( ‘y, y’) E ltD’32, and then 
and the lemma follows by the iterated limit theorem in L2(0). 0 
Proposition4.21. LetXE[IHn[I.nUf,suchthatforany5ET,D~XE[IHn[Iv. Then 
X E Dom 1: and 
+ J (I V~‘X,,,~W(z’, z) dz’ d W, T T ) 
+ J V$X,,,,?P(z, z’) dz dz’. r.” 
Proof. (1) To study the convergence 
-(I hi ii,/ X(t) d[ A,, > 16,,o,,,(z, z’) ILfi: X(z v z’)p(z, z’) 
consider the linear operators associated to the partitions {II(n), n E IV}, 
and PX = X(z v z’)!P(z, z’), and note that 
It is easy to see that if X is continuous in L2, 
P,,X+ PX in L2(T2xO) 
and the fact that the L2-continuous processes are dense in L2( T x a), implies that 
the convergence P,,X + PX is true for any X E L2( T x a). The convergence of first 
and second derivatives is proved in the same way and by applying the dominated 
convergence theorem. 
(2) The convergence of other terms is proved using the Remark 4.17 and the 
same method as in Theorem 4.7. 0 
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The formula proved in Proposition 4.21 gives the relationship between the 
Stratonovich and the Skorohod integrals with respect to the process J. This process 
corresponds to the ‘product measure’ a, W a2 W (see Cairoli and Walsh, 1975). 
Therefore the appearance of the horizontal and vertical traces is not surprising. 
4.4. The Green-Stratonovich formula 
As in the Skorohod case, we need the notion of mixed Stratonovich integral. Let 
X E L2( T x 0) be a process such that fixed (s, t), for any (a.e.) rE [0, t], XE 
Dom 6;“,“, and jH(F,Ij X 0 3, W is integrable in r. Then we define 
X 0 a, W dr dzf X03, W dr, 
K, N&r) > 
Proposition 4.22. Let X E [LH. Then the mixed Stratonovich integral of X exists on R,, 
and it is equal to 
Xa,Wdr 
K, 
+; J [J ’ (amx(~+, r)+Q,,X(up, r))lI,,l(r) dr 1,0.,1(u) du dv. T 0 1 
(4.3) 
Proof. The proof is similar to the Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.7, and omitted. 0 
Remark 4.23. If (s, t) = (1,1) the last term of (4.3) is equal to 
1 J (I 
1 
:T u 
(R"X(U+, r)+ D,,X(u , r)) dr du dv. 
> 
Definition 4.24. Given two measurable processes f = {f(z), z E T} and g = 
{g(z), ZE T} such that for any (s, r) E T, f E Dom 8y(.‘zr-) and Ji Ig(s, v)\ dv < ~0, a.e., 
consider the process 
M.~.=M.~.+J~,,f~a,w+J~,~gdv. (4.4) 
Then it is said that M has 2-Stratonovich stochastic partial derivatives f and g in T. 
We should remark that if f e [L$ the expression (4.4) may be written as 
M..=Mso+jv~fii,w+J",,hdv, 
where 
h(s, u) -5 J ' (Lf( s, v+)+ Qmf(s,d) du+g(s, 0). 0 
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Theorem 4.25 (Green-Stratonovich formula). Let ME lL,nlLH a process with 2- 
Stratonovich stochastic partial derivatives f and g such that f E UH n 0” n II:, , for any 
5 E T, DJ E [L H n [L “, andf is continuous in L2 and g E [L H. Then for any rectangle A c T, 
MO&W= ModWt fodJ 
A I A 
+ goa,Wdv+i f dz. 
A A 
(4.5) 
Proof. For the same reasons as in the Skorohod case, it suffices to prove the theorem 
when A is a rectangle R,,, and it can be assumed that A = T. We are going to check 
that when all integrals are written as Skorohod integrals plus their corresponding 
traces, the equality (4.5) is true. Assume M zero on the axes. 
Developing the expression (4.4) for (s, t) = (y, 1) we obtain: 
My,= 
I 
Lro,,,(x)f(r, y) d W> 
T 
and 
+ 
I 
g(y> Y) dy, 
“71 
De/N,, = l~o,y~(~lf(r, PI + hy,(x)Da,d-(3: Y) d w,, 
T 
t; I (D,pD,,f(~,y+)tD,pDx,f(~,~~)) dxdy 41 
t Dupg(x Y) dy. 
“,I 
Therefore, 
Q&~(Q+, 1) =A% PI-t l,,, &)D,pfb+, Y) dw,, 
T 
t J &da+, Y) dy. “‘.I (4.6) 
The proof of this is as follows: the first and fourth terms on the right of (4.6) are 
clear. For the second one, the Lemma 4.19 and dominated convergence are used. 
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For the third one, the Lemma 4.20 is applied. Note that, by the hypotheses, all 
terms in this equality are Lebesgue integrable in ((Y, p) except the Skorohod integral, 
and then, this term is also integrable. 
The proof is completed by a straightforward calculus. 0 
Example 4.26. Consider M = W. Then f= 1, and g = 0. The right hand of (4.5) is 
I 
WdW+J,,+$ 
T 
and J,, = $ W:, -j, W d W -$, and therefore the right hand is 4 Wf, . 
The left hand of (4.5) is 
I woa, w= i w a, w+;, 3T C!T 
and by 16’s formula this is exactly $ W:, . 
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